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Fieldwork in the Museum.
Brief Encounters for a Film-in-Progress
Adina Bradeanu

Museum, of the Romanian Peasant, Bucharest

My contribution below is meant to deal with
so me of th e problems raised by my filming
within th e mu se um, co nce ived as a work-inprogress alongside a number of 'temporary subjects', and implying a co ntinuous search for adequacy to the particular co ntext, in terms of the
strategies of filming and editing which are to be
employed. I intend to deal with some of the possibilities and restrictions that face the film-maker
engaged, on the one hand, with gath ering comprehensive information on a co mplex segment of
' reality' (a muse um, i.e. the Museum of the Romanian Peasa nt in this particular case) and, on
the other hand, with conveying some part of that
information to an audience yet to be contextualized in its horizon of expectations and interpretive strategies. The particular difficulty of my
task is determin ed, in my opinion, by a certain
rupture betwee n the two goals to be accomplished: on th e one hand, shooting with a research purpose, that is employing the strategies
and devices of th e so-called 'participant observation'; on the other hand , having clear the necessary 'visito r-oriented' dim ension of a film to
stand as a presentation of the museum for the
potential visitors.
As I am writing this paper, we 1 haven' t actually decided yet how many film s will finally be
included in the video-tape (one or several, i.e.

one film for each display hall) nor what general
structure we are going to choose for the film( s),
in order to ensure a more effective play upon the
multiple vo ices and rhythms within the museum.
What we know for certain is th at the film resulting from the footage taken by my colleague and
I will probably function as the official visual
memmy of the muse um , among all the other,
more or less complex, visual narratives related to
the same topi c and produced by sources alien to
the muse um.
According to Hammersley (1983, p. 2), 'participant observation' can be defin ed as an overt
or cove rt involvement 'in people's daily lives for
an extended pe1iod of time, watching what happ ens, listening to what is said, asking questions:
in fact, collecting whatever data are available to
throw light on issues which he/she [i. e. the participant observer} is concerned with". In the par-

ticular circumstances offered by th e muse um,
with (almost) no permanent subj ect , employing
an obse rvation al style implies an aspect which
ca n be term ed ' perp etual first co ntact' . The
'brief enco unter' pattern which usually characterizes the visitor-museum interaction implies, in
the particular case of the observant film-maker,
the fact that the necessary period of accommodation to th e place and th e people is reduced to
getting used to the place plus accommodation
Marlor, Il I - 1998, Rediscovering Museology
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with some general patterns that the visitors can
be fitted in. This points to the importance of another operation of contextualization to be performed beside the one having the potential filmviewer as focus of interest: that is, the need to
explore the frames of reference of the public, in
order to circumscribe the way the various categories of visitors interact with the discourse of
the museum and therefore produce meanings of
their own.
With respect to the second goal of my filming, I would like to firstly point out that the 'marketplace' of museum-films has already been set
up in a certain code, which means explanatory
and data-centered texts that construct the museum as a place2- made up by agglutination of objects, and not a space, that is, a temporized and
activated place resulting from the intersection of
various discourses as well as expectations on the
part of the meaning-producers.
As it is well-known by film-practitioners and
theoreticians, a particular difficulty in film-making comes up when more than one audience is
targeted; it is the very case of the (future) film
discussed here, targeted broadly for the potential museum-goer, be it native Romanian or part
of a trans-cultural audience. In developing my argument below, I will rely on Pierre Baudry's
(Baudry, 1993, p. 150) distinction within the category of 'viewer', that is between the two sorts
of viewers: l.'the addressee of the representation
work produced by the film-maker plus filmed
people' (conceived as 'a dimension of the message') and 2. 'the actual audience met by the
film' (understood as 'a population that could be
counted and might become the subject of sociological, ethnological or historical inquiries'). By
extending the distinction introduced by Baudry
from the film-area to the museum-area, there are
also two dimensions of the category of 'museumvisitor', which correspond to the categories of
the 'viewer': the addressee and the actual public.
I would like to briefly refer to both, before further dealing with the specific problems of observing and videoing within the museum.

The museum experience as a 'way of seeing'

I have always been to a certain extent tempted to approach the museum in its visual, almost
'cinematic' dimension, particularly when one of
the strongest criteria for the museological options here was mentioned explicitly as the 'effectiveness of the image' 3· Following the quantity
of the text in display, from the very entrance to
the last hall, one can notice an implicit guided
path from word towards image. In my opinion,
the subtle goal of the museum is actually not
how to improve the effectiveness of tl1e labels in
the conventional way, that is by filling it with as
much information as possible and displaying it
in an easy-to-be-approached manner, but how to
enable the visitor to reach a different quality of
the gaze. It is therefore less about 'learning', understood as a new mental product entering the
intellectual repertory of the individuals, and
more about a guided acceptance of an unconventionally rendered message, meant to lead to a
temporary living within a different 'way of seeing'. To paraphrase Fiona McLean's (McLean,
1997, p. 18) question dealing with the way museums conventionally 'construct' their addressees, and raised by the (most unconventional
and self-reflexive) 'The? Exhibition?' at the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford - 'what does this
label think you need to know?', the question to
be raised in the case of tl1e MRP could be 'how
do these non-/partially-contextualized images
and assemblies think you need to see?'.
This 'how to see' was actually one of the reasons for my using the construction 'brief encounter' within the title of my contribution; the
first reason was its very fitting with the pattern
of interaction visitor/ museum/ camera-perso n.
Precisely, I intended to bring to the foregro und
the eponymous David Lean classic fro m the
1950s, a film which left its audience with at least
one shot to be remembered. To briefly remind
you of the film's subject : it is a love story started by chance and ended by choice, a drama taking place in a train station, that is, an intersec-
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tion-area. What I find interesting about it, when
brought into a discussion with respect to the way
how the image-text pair functions within the museum - and, implicitly, within the film about it is the strictly cinematic way of communicating
the intimate experience of the woman (chosen
as the main protagonist), after the moment when
the couple splits for ever on the platform. More
precisely, after the train with the man leaves the
stati on, the ca mera angle, which has alrea dy
been identified as a subjective angle, changes
dramatically by a tilt, thus modifying the up-tothen 'normal' point of view as well as the relationships between the objects within the frame.
A shot meant to testify a new perspective upon
life (a painful one, in this case), supposedly having as one of the consequences a new quality of
the 'insertion' in the outside world.
The main statement about the 'reality' in the
film was made, as I have mentioned before, in
strictly visual terms and emphasized, if I correctly
remember, by tl1e (non-verbal) soundtrack. I have
referred to it because one of my main questions
witl1 reference to the museum and the film to be
completed on it is related to the presumed relationship between proximity (object/ label) in the
museum versus simultaneity (image/ voice-over) in
the museum-film. It is usually said that the proximity object-label allows simultaneous reading and
watching and that the slightest disturbance in tl1is
type of display - a too big distance between object
and label, or even absence (deliberate or accidental)
of the label is meant to trouble ilie 'normal' visitor,
(i.e. used to basic museum-codes). In tl1e particular
case of the MRP, ilie dominant way in which tl1e
addressee is conceived is on the assumption of a
certain degree of flexibility vis-a-vis the challenging
of his/ her own preconceptions with respect to
both the 'discourse' as well as tl1e very 'object' of
the museum (to be discussed below). Mutatis mutandis, when talking about documentary (here, a
museum-film), tl1e absence of the familiar device
which is the voice-over4 can be most troubling,
even if in our particular case fitting the discursive
strategy of its 'object', the museum.
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Turning back to the above mentioned rupture between the two goals of my shooting, and
following Annette Kuhn (Kuhn, 1980, p. 73), I
would lil<:e to point to the different spectator-positions determined by the shooting with a research purpose and the shooting for a conventional, visitor-oriented, tape about the museum.
As Kuhn put it, the first category implies mainly
the keeping of the viewer in a position of observation, that is active, be it articulated at the level
of the image track, of the verbal address or of
both of them. By this very positioning of the
viewer, these types of films are a challenge to the
more frequent expository genre, built mainly
around a passive viewer-listener. In this respect,
I would also like to refer to the distinction made
by Crawford (Crawford, 1993, p. 136) between
the expe1iential and the perspicuous, when dealing with 'the different ways in which a film text

conveys to an audience a sense of the subject matter and the explanatory devices and conventions
employed to support the images' attempts to
transf er knowledge to an audience'. According
to Crawfo rd 'the differences between the two
modalities are based on the specific relationship
between •understanding• and •explanation•'. My
point for the moment, starting from the distinction above, is th at a conventional model based
on verbal exposition and oriented towards the
addressee-listener would be most inappropriate
for a film grounded on a (meta)-'reality' (i.e. the
MRP) which specifically sets out to trouble the
habits of the addressee-reader.
Actually, I consider that th e very constru ction of the film-addressee, be it conceived more
as a 'listener' or as a 'gazer', should be grounded
on a previous contextualization of the actual public of the museum. I have conceived this first
step of my video-based research (i .e. contextualization) on the assumption that the visitor does
not simply 'consume' objects and images on display, but assimilates them as best as he/ she can
to pre-existing images and narratives.
Given the rather short time since I have started my 'field-work' in the museum, as well as the
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limited spa ce of this article, I will deal mostly
with the Romanian visitor, only making few refere nces to the foreign visitor, when necessary
as a counterpart to the native experience. I will
base my exploration on the assumption that a
shared cultural background predi sposes th e audience to se arch for ce rtain contex ts and to
make probable mea nings when acting on certain
pieces of information .
Troubled gaze, slipping landscape
In my opinion, Romanians experience the socalled 'transition' today not only in its political
and social dimension, but also in terms of a ' troubled' relationship with the visual media. On the
one hand, there is the SO years-long blockage in
a single, unitary, co mpletely-controlled-by-thestate type of media; on the other, there is the recent access to global media and, therefore, to the
newly emerging patterns of production and co nsumption of visual discourse. To mention briefly
the consequences of the two combined fa ctors: a
high dependency on visual media plus a certain
'visual illiteracy' vis-a-vis more complex visual
narratives. With direct reference to th e potential
status of the visitors of MRP or som e parts of this
audience, I have approached them in their quality of witnesse s of the attempt or/and accomplishment of th e totalitarian proj ect, that is as
both form er a nd current rece iv ers of a big
amount of distorted or at least stereotype representations of ' tradition ' and the 'peasant'. How
were they shaped by their own experience, taking
into account that, like any other proj ect of the
same type, this particular one included a whole
strategy of mis-represe ntation? On the assumption that identity is a never completed process of
production, 'always constituted within, not outside, representation' (Hall, 1990, pp. 222), both
the creative aspects of visual production and the
reactions of the audience to the respective visual
produ cts become in my opinion signifi cant in
view of the circumscribing of the degree of internalization of th e form er ideology of the ' tradi-

tional' by the audience. I would like to bri efl y
deal first with some aspects of the former visual
patterns associated to th e topic in discuss ion.
The general tone of th e visual narratives related to the Other-peasa nt were most of the times
romanti cizing and simplificatory, incorporating
certain prohibitions affecting th e very level of
the 'visible'. Beside th e violent separation operated within representation between ' tradition'
and 'religious faith', by banning th e latter out of
the fram e, a whole corpus of ' tactics of camouflage' were invented by th e Romanian cameramen of th e time in order to force a politically
correct reading, most of the times turned to the
aesthetic side. I will mention just very few forms
of those ' tactics': filming churches and mon asteries only from certain angles, mostly from the
outside and preferably from a low angle, limiting
the visualization of the concept 'faith' by the
(now already stereotyp e d) long-shot of the
nun/monk bat fnd toaca (beating a piece of wood
while walking round the monastery, in order to
mark an important point of the service) in the
lateral side of the monastery (if possible, a painted one and filmed in a such a way as to make it
only partially visible, as painted wall - that is,
beautiful - and not building - that is, with a certain meaning and social function); or, if inside,
by over-using cameramovements, in order to actually 'hide th e real' behind style. On the one
hand , as usually emphasized after 1989, the subversiveness facilitated shared comprehension as
a way of 'survival within the te.xt'. On th e other
hand, besides the 'islands' of subversiveness, the
visual narratives of the time had to surrender to
a certain over-simplification which determined,
in th e area of th e audi ence, th e alread y mentioned redu ced competence to decipher complex
visual discourses.
Actually, the very status of non-fiction was affe cted because of its political obligation to document a projilmic that was already a meta-narrative. I am using the term 'pro-filrn ic' in th e sense
introduced by Eileen McGarry (McGarry, 197S,
p. SO), as the non-intentional e ncoding of the
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event in front of the camera by cinematic traditions and by ideology. In my opinion, in the particular case of the ideologically-approved documentary, a second level of encoding became
compulsory, since both the documentarist and
the subjects-characters were perfectly conscious
that they were going to 'document' a false reality. The living utopia embodied by the media-type
of 'peasant' and 'village' constructions imposed
not only the already-known pattern of superimposed visual enthusiasm but also an obstinate
pra ctice of studio setting, non-sy nchronou s
sound and voice-over dubbing, most of tl1e times
mixed with the ' media-type' of popular music,
still perpetuated today.
Today , the po st- ' 89 emergence of n ew
lifestyles has gradually created specialized visual
patterns for each of the kinds of audience targeted by media products6 (video and audio tapes,
CDs, TV programs broadcast by national as well
as private TV companies) related to the 'peasant'
· and 'tradition'. The media producers today are
currently involved in th e circulation / subversion of the pre-existing visual stereotypes as well
as in the very creation of new patterns of represe ntation. Frequently enough, the most alien visual representations are mixed, on the part of
both producers and audience, with the over-emphasis of the idea of the 'foll<lore-preservation', a
hang-over from the pre-'89 'Cintarea Romaniei' /
'In Praise of Romania'-shows.
If, in ter ms of reactions to the 'folklore
shows', the audience is rather neatly divided between the elite, able to identify the 'artifi ciality',
and th e average audi ence, characterized by a
rath er undifferentiated consumption of representations with various degrees of distortion,
wh en dealing with documentaries related to the
'village' and the 'peasant', the overt preference
of th e film-makers for sunsets and extreme wide
angles meant to orient the reading towards the
'picturesqu e', as well as th e excessive use of romanticizing or amateur voice-over co mments
may pass unnoticed even by th e first category. A
number of notes written in the comment-book
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of th e museum, which I have bee n using as background information befo re actually starting
shooting, testify to the presence of clicheed pattern s of understanding. They have provided me
with some valuable insights into th e expectations
of, as well as the meanings constru cted by, some
part of the Romanian public, as co mpared to the
foreign visitors 7·
With refe rence to the above, the comment
written at the entrance of the museum, 'a good
museum is a museum revisited ' suggests the very
way the mu seum co nceives its addressees as involving themselves in a work-in-progress by
means of a gradual understanding, leading to the
calling into question of th eir own meta-narTatives on the Other-peasant. The MRP has, in my
opinion, bee n very little approached in its dimension as a polemical museum, that is by taking into account the implicit 'cleaning-strategy'
conceived and developed. In the first issue of
Marlor, my senior colleague Irina Nicolau (Nicolau, l 996a, p. 222) referred to the fight lead by
MRP curators with the residual objects - panels,
flags, statues - left from the pre-1989 function of
the actual building of the MRP as the Museum
of the Communist Party, and proposed a 'decalogue' for a museological strategy meant to support what she term ed 'antidote museum ' . Following my reading-notes ·experience, as well as
my videoing within the museum, I would say
that there is still another battle to be fought, precisely with the conceptual space created by ilie
ideology behind the panels, flags and statues.
The recent opening of the hall 'The Plague' and
hence the combining of the 'serene address' 8 of
the initial exhibition 'The Cross' with a more
'( historical) time-oriented' dimension could be
approached as testifying to a new intention integrated into the museological project of the MRP.

The fresco within the eye
Many a time up to now I have heard th@ opinion that the wooden church from Bejani displayed at the back entrance of th e museum, just
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in front of the Communist fresco on the wall,
manages to annihilate the latter for the eye of
the passe r-by on the street. I have always been
reluctant to this idea, probably because of my interest in the complex functions the background
can acquire in cinema. Actually, it is the very
issue of their spatial togetherness that I would
like to consider as a starting point for the next
part of my contribution.
I once witnessed a di scussion between a couple of visitors, which I find to be a good introduction for my point. While the man, a foreigner, just immediately after having entered the
backyard, placed himself near by the wall to the
street, trying to take a picture of the church and
cut off the fresco in the back, the woman, a Romanian, was already heading for the entrance of
the museum without paying too much attention
to any of the two. She has turned her head at a
ce rtain moment, while already in the 'tunnel'
leading to the entrance, and asked the man why
it took him so long to take a picture. Wh en he
cried to her the problem with the fresco, she
was unable to see it, as she wa s already beyond
it. If the wall would have been transparent, she
could have watched the church through the fresco. It was th en for the first time that I thought
of the possible metaphor of the local audience
still seeing the world from behind the fresco or,
better said, carrying the fresco within their own
ryes.
In my opinion, the church-fresco asse mbly
actually allows a multiplicity of readings, function of the emphasis give n by the owner of the
1
gaze - through a sott of sharp focus in time - to
either the foreground or the background, or to
their symbolic interconnection. With reference
to a possible approach through film of the particular ' museum-situation' within the MRP, filming the way in which visitors react to the churchfresco assembly as well as to the new relationship
created between the new gallery (i. e. 'Ciuma' /
'The Plague' ) and the rest of the permanent exhibition could provide a corpus of data most useful fo r fu rther interpretation.

A s no restriction is marked inside the hall
'Relics', the foreign tourist steps inside the church
and walks towards the altar, interested in the
slightly visible paintings inside. A nother visitor in
the same hall, a Romanian, asks him not to, as
it is something care nu se face / one never does.
Later on, while in front of the church, the local
visitor will cross herself.
Within the new hall 'The Plague', the visitors
often start to talk to each other about ce-ar trebui
facut / what should be done in the future about
the memory of the Communist regime: either
bwy eve1y thing, or make it public. It is also the
hall which motivates the longest as well as most
passionate contributions to the museum 's comment-book (up to three p ages a note) . A pair of
halls in direct opposition, at least in terms of the
visitors' reactions: while the former helps the visitor get out of the historical time and enter the
eternal present of tradition and faith (ce se face
/ ce nu se face), the other determines the visitor's
passionate plunging into the historical dimension
of time. Many a time, the visitor's notes f all into
the confessional realm, by making public p ersonal or f amily experiences, as well as mentioning
the detailed identity and address of the contributor. Still concerning 'the Plague': it is the only
display hall where a number of Romanian visitors directly addressed me, while the with camera and no matter if I was filming or not, and
pleading in f avor of either one of the two extreme
'solutions ' above mentioned.
Risky 'technicalities'
I will now try to deal with a number of technical aspects related to my filmin g within the
museum. As some parts of my contribution are
meant to recollect personal experiences, I will
allow myself a more descriptive tone within
some areas of th e text.
The sound of the steps is p eaceful usually,
with certain ruptures, which mean that the visitors are walking and gazing, w ith short stops
from time to time, and suddenly with a violent
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stop when they notice the camera. Most of them
are then searching Jor my gaze, waiting Jor my
open left eye to meet theirs, in order to ask for
permission to walk in front of my camera. My
'fieldwork ' up to now has already taught me
how to develop my own 'ca mouflage tactics'
within the display halls and therefore to manage
a smoother insertion in the museum-context, as
well as how to quickly build up an acceptable! or-the-visitor image of myself (some of them expect to see the TV pattern of camera-person, some
others have to be asked for permission to be
filmed, while some others would be confused by
this type of question). I sometimes play with their
waiting, just refusing to look at them, so that
sooner or later they are forced to decide: some of
them, the shyest, will just tum back and avoid
the area supposedly 'covered' by the camera,
even when that means missing some part of the
museum. Some others will just burst and step
very quickly in front of the camera, offering my
footage a second of black. One day, the young
electrician of the museum happens to have a
bulb to change just inside the hall where I am
filming. He steps in through the cross-shaped
cloth-door, immediately after a visitor of the hesitant type. Later on, while watching the footage ,
I see a long-shot of two different ways of inhabiting the same space: as a public and, respectively,
an almost private space. The boy is joking with
me, playingfor the camera, while actually trying
to make me confess the real reason of my filming:
may be I am just keeping a record for the managerial staff of the museum, so that they could
control the employees ... who knows?

Using Falk and Dierking's (Falk and Dierking, 1992, pp. 5-6) conceptualization of the museum visit as 'a continually shifting interaction
among personal, social and physical contexts',

and given my already dealing, to some extent,
with the first two mentioned, I would like to
briefly deal with the third. I am interested in
how the specific neighborhoods (both visual and
aural) created by the museum could be recorded
and rendered through cinematic means.
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I will start by introducing a distinction which
could be, in my opinion, valuable for a possible
circumscribing of the museum as interaction, approached from an aural point of view. I refer to
the pair 'diegetic' versus 'non-diegetic' which was
chosen to replace the traditional 'on'/ 'off pair,
following the semiological studies of film from
th e 1970s. The first term denominates th e
sound emitted by a character/ object being part
of the diegesis, that is voices and sound of ambiance, and the second term refers to the sounds
provoked by instances alien to the diegesis, usually music and commentary in documentaries. According to Michel Chion (Chion, 1983), the traditional distinction did not take into account the
fact that the sound which floats inside the frame
is not an obligatory emanation of the image, that
is, the fact that the sound plane is not obligatory
a product of the visual plane. Besides eliminating the image-centering which is usually reproached to traditional film theory, the new terminology could be of great help in describing a
shot which contains a voice coming from outside
the limits of the frame, being at the same time
profoundly 'diegetical'.
It is starting from this distinction that I have
conceived my video-based approach to the museum. From a strictly sound-oriented perspective, the visitors are frequently crossed by otherthan-their-own, simultaneous approaches of the
display, communicated fragmentarily by people
in the very process of building their own meaning of th e exhibition and providing the bychance receiver with sometimes contradictory
feedback, as it may come from instances very different both from himself as well as from each
other (i. e. guides, foreign/ native, specialized/
non-specialized visitors with various levels of
'understanding'). Following this observation, I
have conceived my filming (and intend to maintain it within the edited version) so as to include
an assumed presence of what Chion (Chion,
1983) termed 'etres acousmatiques' ('accousmatic beings '), that is of the instances belonging to
the 'space off" of the representation. Moreover,
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for some parts of the film , I intend to take into
account a certain lib eration from the vo icecentrality, in favor of a focusing on the sounds
themselves: beyond intelligible voices, they are
also integral parts of the museum space.
To see and hear non-prop erly through the
film, compared to the technical standards today :
half-visibility and non/half-audibility, that is a series of approximations able to send to the status
of the observer in the process of knowledge. The
visualization of the effort by preserving, through
specific cinematic means, a certain dimension of
the act of reception in the museum: the effort to
see or hear the un-called voices that come upon
the visitor. The effort to 'get into ', to live inside.
(Besides, the museum itself provokes situations of
partial visibility or, however, different regimes of
the sight - see the lack of lighting inside the calvai re, as well as the very different light in certain
areas of the hall 'Triumph ', due to the presence
of the superimposed curtains).
Regarding lighting, I am keen to emphasize
the way in which the museum code and, in some
cases, the code of the objects displayed is weakened in favor of the television codes, by means
of the professional cameramen using artificial
lighting on objects already conceived as part of
assemblies characterized by a certain lightingcode. The extreme case is that of th e icons,
which , according to Evdokimov (Evdokimov,
1993, pp. 161- 166), cannot be displayed in full
light as Light is their very object; physical light
should be therefore meant just to help distinguishing them and not building a full visibility
for them. Consequently, the television type of
lighting equalizes in most cases the significant
usage of light within the museum.
Actually, this points to another aspect I want
to empha size, that is my not being the only
image producer within the exhibition. There are
also both professional and non-profes sion al
camera owners, each of them framing the exhibition according to the particular codes of the
context they belong to: either an institutional
context, television mostly, or a personal interest,

that is, ce rtain addressees within the priva te
sphere. Sometimes simultaneously, the same
'real' hosts different, already constituted metalangues, grounding various types of footage. Following the recorded-by-himself gaze of the visitor
can be therefore valuable in terms of offering
the researcher a concrete visualization of their
preferences and possible 'biases', as well as making poss ible a detailed analysis of the way they
conce ive9 their visual 'extensions of memory'
(Baudry,1993, p. 154).
Moving to the image producer inscribed in
an institutional context, the already mentioned
aesthetic 01jand didactic approach of the museum as place acts upon the 'human dimension' of
the museum (i. e. the public), most often suppressed or re-constructed within the film . I explicitly refer to some personal experiences, when
the TV cameramen asked, in one case, their own
produce r to play the visitor, and, in the other
case (an extreme one, I would say) asked a visitor
to play the visitor for the camera. I am keen to
point out that it was not about reconstructing an
event or a certain, unique or rare individual reaction, but about not recording but reconstructing, as part of the Television code. From my part
as a witness, the situation above acted as one
more reason to reflect upon the submisiveness
shown by the (Romanian) visitor to the eye behind the camera, that is the disempowering-forhimself understanding of the pro-filmic situation.

*
The last topic I am going to deal with is my
yet unsolved hesitation between shooting with a
tripod or hand-held camera. I have firstly decided for hand-held observation but a number of
questions have occurred during my fieldwork,
with respect to the extent to which my choice
will fit the internal code of certain display halls.
As it has previously been pointed out 10 ' the display within the MRP has been conceived so that
it enables different regimes of spatial insertion
for the visitor: for instance, absence of volumes
within the halls 'Icons', spatialization in the hall
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'Tree of Life', flatness and 'construction in tableaux' at 'Feast'. I will further refer to 'Feast'
only, more precisely to my understanding and
poss ible application within th e film of what
Gerad Althabe has te rm ed 'construction in ta-

bleaux'.
It is mainly about the frontality imposed to
the visitor, as part of the internal code of th e
icon. More precisely, the various parts of the hall
cannot be approached except by staying in front
of them, either because th e gaze is otherwise
blocked by cardboard pan els, or simply because it
is directly oriented by the very display of th e objects. This is a most unusual aspect in a mu seum
usually described in terms of tl1e 'multi-availability' of its objects. As the very term 'tableau' reminds us of the way the shot was called during
the first decade of cinema, my practice within
'Feast' allowed me to reflect upon the poss ible
way of filming by taking into account the regime
of showing proper to the internal cod es of the
two systems of representation: the icon and, respectively, the so-called 'cinema of the beginnings' (cinema des premiers temps)11.
As already accepted by most film theorists
today, the 'tableau' of the beginnings of cinema
was conceived as an autonomous entity, h ence
the non-continuous character of most of the films
made at the beginning of the century. Actually,
the 'punctual' film (conceived as a single shot or
tablea u) dominated b efor e 1902 and exp erienced a period of transition to 'pluri-punctual'
or 'vectorial ' one (conceived as multiple juxtaposed shots) between 1902 and 1907.The typical
'tableau' of the period was usually conceived as a
long-shot describing an empty space. The action
started with a number of characters entering th e
frame and finished with them leaving it. A certain centripetal attraction becomes obviously associated to the ' tableau ', meaning the orientation of the viewer's gaze towards the content of
the shot itself, and opposed to the centrifugal attraction in the 'pluri-punctual film ' later on. It
was this functioning that determined Andre
Goudreault to affirm the regime de monstration
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(showing function) of the cinema of the beginnings, in opposition to the regime de narration
(narrative Junction) of contemporary film. The
shots we re meant to live in themselves, with no
(or very slight, after 1904) reference to the
neighhoring shots. The main intention was to
show and not to narrate.
Before going further, I co nsider important to
make clea r that I am not thinking of an analogy
between the iconic grounding of the hall ,,Feast"
and, to a certain extent, the icon itself, on the
one hand, and the manner of shooting at the beginnings of cinema, on the other hand. Th ere is
at least one (fundamental) diffe rence in terms of
th e way the gaze of the viewer is oriented by the
two above mentioned: while the icon opens a
new dimension to the gaze it concentrates upon
(the icon-window towards the reality beyond),
the cinematic 'tableau ' is itself centripetal hut
closed, keeping the gaze blocked within itself.
My only attempt is to try and forge a possible
motivation for preferring a certain manner of
filming to another, in the view of the already
mention ed search for adequacy to the filmed object. In the particular case of the hall ,,Feast", I
have decided to use the tripod and to conce ive
my shots so as to follow the frontality I have
mentioned, unmoved, with no panning or focus,
just waiting for the visitors to enter and leave th e
fram e, and by no means trying to follow them
between a 'tableau' and another, in order to
serve through film the separateness as well as
the flatness of the display.
Obviously, the above will function for the discussed display hall only. Adequate, coherent visual strategies for the other halls are still to he
found. And th e re is a numb er of theoreti cal
questions to be posed, as well as a great number
of significant, in my opinion, events which took
place within the museum during my shooting
and which still have to be conceptualized. Finally, there are also, and from a certain point of
view, mostly, the events that I witn essed but, for
various reasons, did not record. None of them is,
obviously, available for inclusion, hut they are
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all available for recall. I confess I often feel
tempted to associate to some of them the value
of possible landmarks for my future interests
and choices. Maybe, from this particular point of
view, a voice-over in the 'traditional type' would
be in a way justified provided that it is a non-ex-

planatory but a descriptive one, dealing with
some of the small 'events' witnessed by the cameraperson(s) and which, for one reason or another, have influenced their choices. On th e
other hand, there are, of course, the real voices
of the visitors,
to be directly approached.

Notes
1. I have started shooting within the permanent galleries at the Museum of the Romanian Peasant by January, 1998, following a research project developed by
the Visual Anthropology Department within the MRP
- Gabriel Hanganu and Adina Bradeanu - in collaboration with Professor Gerard Althabe - Ecole des
Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, Paris, and meant
to deal with the visitors' expectations and patterns of
behavior within the exhibitions. The discussions we
have had about th e footage were particularly valuable
to me - especially the insight provid ed by Professor
Gerard AJthabe - but I am keen to mention that my
co ntribution here reflects my personal opinions which
might not entirely fit those of my collaborators.
2. To remind th e distin ction introduced by De
Certeau betwee n place and space: ,,Space occurs as

the effect produced by the operations that orient it, situate it, temporalize it, and make it function in a polyvalent unity of conflictual programs or contractual

proximities. {... ]Space is practiced place." (D e
Certeau 1988, p. 117)

3. ,,It est vrai que le critere de man choix est L'e.ficacite de ['image' - Horia Bernea, Director of MRP
(Marlor I, 1996, p. 197).
4. From my own experience as a viewer, I ca n mention an 'extreme' experience encountered at a local
festival for film s about art ahd museums: during the
screening of a mu seum-film conceived as a juxtaposition of shots with direct sound only and no voice
over, the peopl e in the audience 'chat' slightly during
the whole duration of the film, stopping in the very
first second of the next film , with a voice-over sta rting at the sa me time with the title. Their reaction to
the first film had nothing to do with th e quali ty of
the image, as the first image of the second film was
not yet visible at the moment when - beca use of the
very prese nce of the voice over as commo n 'ma rk' of
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the docum entary mode, in my opinion - th e audience decid ed to keep silent.
5. With respect to the distortions undergone by the
traditional music following the changes after 1945 more precisely, its politicization, Speran\a RaduJescu
distinguishes three types of music more or less related to the 'traditionaJ': ' l. •peasa nt mu sic• (the closest
to the traditional way of performing in th e village; totally non-broadcast by any of the media), 2. •suburban mu sic• (hybrid, noisy, mixing up Romanian,
Gypsy and Balkan influences, but suited to the new
life conditions of the recently urbanized peasants; rejected by the media for not being · high» enough , and
also because of its being performed mainly by Gypsies), and 3. •popular music of th e media • (form alized, symmetri cal , predictable, · decent•: the result of
a prolonged indoctrination , wh ose outl ets were, on
the one hand radio, TV, folklore shows, and, on the
other hand, th e so-called •cultural activists•, who contributed explanatory speeches and practical advice
about the •correct style·' (Anthropology Today, December 1997, p. 8). I find particularly interesting the
way in which the performers specialized in each of
th e above have a particular relationship with th e
popular costume. In terms of the self-presentation on
TV or on the cover-photos for turn tables, audio tapes
or CDs, it is mostly the performers of 'popular media'type of music who are still co ncerned with wearing
popular costumes and with 'posi ng' for th e ca mera in
already clicheed body attitudes. The suburban music
players - most of them Gypsies - prefer extremely
smart clothes. As about the third category of players,
th ey frequ ently appea r in daily, rather bad quality
clothes, be it popular costumes or, more frequently, a
co mbination of tliose with 'normal' clothes. An aspect
to be taken into account mostly when thinking of the
pre-'89 practice of meeting th e pres ident wearing
popular costumes: in my opinion, through that practi ce, the popular costume was in creasingly perceived
in the collective imagination to be an 'approved disguise', a costume that one puts in order to fit th e ideology of the mom ent.
6. l explicitly refer to a video-tape which was offered
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to us as 'entertainment' during a lunch, whil e doing
fi eldwork in Moldavia; as the TV set was not working,
th e host was very kee n to entertain us with some
popular mu sic reco rd ed on a tape he bou ght from
th e town. Rega rding th e co ntent of th e tape, the
usual placing - within TV shows - of th e singe r in a
set built as a replica of a co rner of village, was in this
case replaced with another type of neighborhood, testifying a newly-acquired desire fo r an ostentatious
materialism and ' worldlin ess' . Th e singe rs were
placed in th e most unu sual areas, that is, in neighborhoods able to testify their co nnection to what is
co mmonly perce ived as 'western': cellular phones, extremely expensive ca rs or even perso nal planes, ostentatiou sly rich houses. Before leavi ng hi s house,
th e host asked us to try to buy him so me similar
tapes from Bucharest, willing to pay us as soo n as we
could send them to him. I have not managed to get
any other tape in that style yet, so I presum e th e one
we have watched was produced by a local studio, not
yet develo ped in terms of its distribution capacities.
7. The museum has been usually read by its Romanian visitors in terms of enchantment and emotional
response. Visitors readily admit that they have been
'deeply moved' or 'touched' and, co nseq uently, they
have re-discovered themselves in the peasant within
the museum. A number of notes testify the ' non-opening' of Romanian visitors towards accepting the museum as a stru ctured memory, that is, as a reco nstru cted, according to ce rtain rules, space with a
certain meaning and social fun ction. Tbe way in
which this ' non-opening' is co mmunicated is most of
th e times situated in the realm of the path eti c: 'This

is not the Museum of the Romanian Peasant, but the
peasant himself, the peasant-emperor, shown in the
whole infinity his is made of, mysterious and extraordinaiy' (The MRP Co mm ent Book, p. 36) ; 'We bow
in front of you, Romanian peasant, the one who, by
his toil only, enriched the world we live in today'
(idem, p. 60). The co mments signed by foreign visitors are, on th e co ntrary, formulated in terms of the
the 'approach ', 'display', 'construction ', 'concept ', or
'philosophy' of th e mu se um (ibid., pp. 6, 16, 73,
141). Th ere is also a 'border' co mm ent which I feel
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necessary to mention, in order to complete the picture, given its very placement ' in between' in terms
of th e way in which hi s author approaches the museum , and also beca use of its ' meta' dimension with
refe ren ce to the idea of 'comment' itself: ' What an

extraordinary force coming from within these objects
that you f eel you have to approach 'cool' (in original) - in the style of the world today - , and to kindly notice the good management of the museum, the
concept, the lighting, the display. .. and only in the
end allow yourself the chance to be permeated by the
huge power beyond all of us and keeping everything
in order' (ibid., p. 86). The author of th e text above
is, acco rding to his own mention in th e book, a Romanian living abroad, therefore in the very position
to mix personal implication with a certain distance .

8. 'After the enormous amount of sheer destruction, a
political theme, a harsh theme, an inventory of horrors that took place in the Romanian villages, seems
to emerge with a will of its own. It's better to open the
museum with a serene address. [. .. J The Cross'.
(Horia Bernea, The Golden Bough, p. 74)
9. The foreign visitors with cam eras are usually enthusiastic about being in control of their own gaze in
th e mus eum , by co mpari son to other museums
where one might be sometimes forced to 'steal' images. This enables them to spend a longer time with
videoing, as well as to search for the right angle,
wh en it's about taking photographs. A group of
French photographers mentioned to me the possibility to approach th e objects from multiple perspectives, especially as they are most of the times freed
from th e glass-case. As about the manner how the visitor-photographer/ camera perso n 'con stru cts'
his/ her own addressee within the body of footage, I
remember a recent experience near-by a monastery

in Moldavia: whil e descriptively shooting the exterior
of the building, a tourist was simultan eously 'making
th e voi ce over', by reading loudly, with th e 'free' eye,
th e information in the guidebook, thus making me
'foresee' a (series of) didactic scree ning(s) in th e private sph ere.
10. A mo st co mprehensive view on thi s as pect is
given by Professo r Gerard Althabe in th e article 'Une
exposition ethnographique: du plaisir esthetiqu e, une
lei;o n politiqu e', as well as in the di scussion with
Irina Nicolau, following the above (Marlor II, 1997,
pp. 146-149 and 158 - 165)
11. Following the decision taken at the end of the
1970s by some film theo rists to qu estion th e apparent ' naturalness' of co ntemporary film language, the
usual, but more 'dangerous' in terms of co nnotations, term of 'cinema primitif' ('primitive cinema')
was left aside in favor of th e construction 'cinema
des premi ers temps' ('cinema of th e beginnings').
Due to the 'C in ema 1900-1906 ' confere nce in
Brighton (1978), a new generation of resea rchers,
pleading for cinema as an object of theoretical and
not only historical inquiry, entered th e arena by refu sing to judge this 'cinema of the beginnings' oth erwise than in its own terms, that is by taking into account no other th an th e finaliti es established by its
own project, strictly restricted to the first decade of
cinema. Actually, according to Andre Goudreault
(Goudreault, 1988), it was a refu sal to accept th e idea
of a single 'cinematic code', that is the contemporary
one; on the contrary , th e new historians promoted
th e theory of the cinema of the first decade being a
distin ct period of cinema history, articulated around
a corpus of specific rul es, and in no way meant to
prepare th e contemporary ' mode de representation
institutionnel' (Noel Burch, 1983).
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